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May 02, 2017

Dear Friends,
Here's the latest Kimberley art news from Broome - Enjoy!
The DRS team
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Jirrawun Wirnan – the coming together of
Warmun Art Centre and Jirrawun Arts
Article contributed by Warmun Art Centre
Jirrawun Arts was an Aboriginal owned business and social enterprise that operated from 1998 to
2010 firstly in Kununurra and then Wyndham. Jirrawun Arts was established by Chairman and
Artist Freddie Timms and Gija elders with experienced gallerist, Tony Oliver.

In early 2016 Warmun Art Centre became the legal custodian of Jirrawun artworks and intellectual
property. Recently on the evening of Tuesday 18th April the Gija community and special guests
celebrated the coming together of Warmun Art Centre and Jirrawun Arts. Founding members
of Jirrawun arts including; Rusty Peters, Phyllis Thomas, Freddie Timms, Peggy Patrick, and
Rammey Ramsey who have worked with Warmun Art Centre since 2010 alongside their fellow Gija
artists.

Long-term friend of Jirrawun artists, and MC for the evening, Giancarlo Mazzella, reminded us of the
meaning of the name Jirrawun – working together as one. The name of Tuesday night’s event
Jirrawun Wirnan added the Gija concept of Wirnan – sharing or trade. Jirrawun Wirnan began with a
tribute to senior Jirrawun artists that have passed away - these include the highly regarded Paddy
Bedford and the recently deceased Chairperson Freddie Timms.

Jirrawun artists and their families, including Phyllis Thomas (Jirrawun Vice Chairperson and senior
artist), Rusty Peters (senior artist), Betty Carrington (sister of Hector Jandany - artist), Kathy Ramsey
(daughter of Rammey and Mona Ramsey, and recently announced finalist in the John Fries Award),
Mona Ramsey (artist) and Beryline Mung (artist and wife of the late Chairperson Freddie Timms)
gave speeches on the night - many expressed the sadness and confusion that they felt in
their liyan (deep feeling in gut or chest) when their strong art centre, Jirrawun Arts, closed its doors.
As Phyllis Thomas stated, 'we had a really strong thing - I don't know why it finished.' Phyllis
continued, emphasising her overwhelming gratitude and joy at now having the opportunity to
reconnect with old friends and supporters of Jirrawun Arts.

(L to R) Betty Carrington and Patrick Mung Mung. Phyllis Thomas and Mary Thomas checking out the joonba
ground © Warmun Art Centre 2017

Jirrawun artists reconnected with artist Peter Adsett and long-term Jirrawun friend Dallas Gold. Gold
is the director of Raft Artspace, a gallery (previously based in Darwin now in Alice Springs) that
exhibited many ground-breaking Jirrawun exhibitions including Phyllis Thomas’ solo exhibition The
Escape. The Escape is an eight-panel work (in the WA State Art Collection) that reveals the story of
the artist's uncle who narrowly escaped death at the hands of white cattle station workers. In 2000
Rusty Peters and Peter Adsett created a significant body of work together, Two Laws: One Big
Spirit. This collaboration was a conversation between two artists. Each painted symbolic
forms on individual canvases. The conversation between the two artists combined ideas of
modernism, Gija knowledge systems, language and territory.

(L to R) Dallas Gold and Rammey Ramsey © Warmun Art Centre 2017 Peter Adsett and Rusty Peters reunited ©
Dallas Gold 2017

Jirrawun Wirnan culminated in a performance of Joonba (Gija song and dance). Rover
Thomas' Guirr Guirr was performed followed by sections of Marnem, Marnem Dililib
Benuwarrnji (Fire, Fire Burning Bright) a Joonba that was ‘woken up’ by Timmy Timms and Paddy
Bedford in 2000. Prior to being 'woken up', Fire, Fire Burning Bright had not been performed in
nearly 50 years and had never been seen by Europeans. Fire, Fire Burning Bright made headlines
when it was performed at the opening of the 2002 Melbourne Festival as a stage production. This
performance was created by Jirrawun Arts performance troupe Neminuwarlin Performance
Group directed by Peggy Patrick. On Tuesday evening Peggy Patrick was joined by fellow Gija artists
and cultural leaders Rammey Ramsey and Mona Ramsey as they lead dancers from Warmun and Bow
River Community with their song Marnem, Marnem Dililib Benuwarrnji.

(L to R) Peggy Patrick, Rammey Ramsey and other joonba singers © Warmun Art Centre 2017

Jirrawun Arts was a dynamic corporation that challenged the contemporary art world with
its culturally driven performance and sophisticated artistic production. Jirrawun quickly became
well known for its ambitious exhibitions; among these was the 2002 collective exhibition Blood on the
Spinifex which shared mostly previously untold histories of frontier massacres in the Kimberley
region of Western Australia through extraordinary paintings and scholarly writing.

Jirrawun Arts also created and funded significant community based social programs that extended to
health and youth."Two way" a Gija kriol expression meaning a collaboration and exchange
of knowledge between two cultures was from the beginning the underlying principle for Jirrawun
Arts. This concept was reflected in the original Jirrawun board – a unique model that saw
both Gardiya (whitefellas) and Gija working together as directors. Geoffrey Webster (former
Jirrawun Treasurer) attended Tuesday’s event and spoke of the great accomplishments that were
achieved by the artists not only artistically but socially and politically.

The performance Fire, Fire Burning Bright and exhibitions including The Escape and Blood on the
Spinifex continue to be significant accomplishments in contemporary art as well as defined points of
healing for white and black Australia. Jirrawun Wirnan was another significant point in the Jirrawun
legacy that offered healing to the Jirrawun members and all who attended. As it is written in the
original Fire, Fire Burning Bright catalogue 'Only when the truth about Australia's past is
recognised by non-indigenous people can there be real peace and friendship between black and
white.'

In an effort to continue the healing process Warmun Art Centre directors are now requesting that
all intellectual property generated by Jirrawun Arts held by institutions and individuals be repatriated
to Warmun Art Centre. Repatriated material may include copies of photos, artist’s stories and
any other such intellectual property that has been lost over time due to hard drive failure. All
information that is being gathered will be added to Warmun Art Centre's extensive archival materials
and used by the art centre to continue to create strong artistic and educational programs for Gija
people as well as the art centres national and international audience.

The Jirrawun artworks acquired by Warmun Art Centre include a Community Collection, which will
be integrated with the Warmun Art Centre Community Collection of historical artworks.

Warmun Art Centre staff and directors are now working on an exhibition program for the Jirrawun
artworks and will be beginning to release paintings for sale shortly.

For more information contact: Rosita Holmes,
Jirrawun Coordinator, jirrawun@warmunart.com.au, 0428 198 409
Warmun Art Centre website: http://warmunart.com.au/
------------------------------------------------------------References:
Kofod, Frances, Jirrawun History, Jirrawun Arts, 2005
Kofod, Frances, The Escape, Raft Artspace online archive,
2002 http://members.ii.net/~raftspace/previous2.html

____________________________
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Revealed 2017 Q&A with Coordinator
Emilia Galatis
Earlier this month the popular Revealed event comprising of an exhibition, symposium, market place
and professional development program for emerging Aboriginal artists from Western Australia was
once again celebrated, hosted by the Fremantle Art Centre. There are multiple reasons why Revealed
is regarded by many as the highlight of the annual WA Aboriginal Art calendar of events. Desert River
Sea tracked down Emilia Galatis, Revealed Coordinator, for a chat:

DRS: It’s quite a trek for some remote art centres to get to Perth, especially when you throw into the
mix the added challenges of unpredictable weather and road conditions – have you heard any wild
travel adventure stories from the attendees this year?

EG: Yes! I guess there are always wild travel stories but to the art centres this is just
everyday life. Travelling for over two days on rough roads for hundreds of kilometers
with multiple artists to Perth is a wild story in itself. This year however, everyone
seemed to make it in one piece. Tjarlirli Art drove the whole way to Perth which I think
is wild! They drove close to 2000 km from Tjukurla community in the Ngaanyatjarra
lands in Western desert to Perth.

DRS: With the emphasis on emerging artists at Revealed, there’s always an added frisson of
excitement in the air around ‘first time’ exposure for some artists in an exhibition context – How
many of these artists would you say go on to pursue a career in art making?

EG: Most of these artists engage with the art centre in some way so I would say most of
them go on to pursue some kind of career in the arts weather that be art making,
curating or in arts worker roles. Art making now is a broad concept as evidenced in the
exhibition for 2017 encompassing fashion, textiles, digital arts, sculpture, poetry as
well as painting.

DRS: 24 artists from the Kimberley were showcased in the exhibition this year – Hanging alongside
works by urban artists, do you find that audiences are sometimes surprised at the variety, media, and
the provocative, humorous, political, clever and charismatic expression of remote artists?

EG: We try to curate and shape the exhibition to do exactly that! Showcasing the
diversity and variety is something that Revealed is very good at. The natural differences
in content and medium are embraced by the public indicative in this year’s sales and
attendance. I am honestly so lucky to be a part of showcasing the work of such brave
and interesting new artists who are taking greater risks and having louder voices.

DRS: The art market day is the highlight of the program for some, last year’s market at the new venue
Fremantle Arts Centre had an excellent visitor attendance – How did it go this year?

EG: We had a similar amount of people through the gates however; they spent a lot
more money. Art centres were really busy in the morning. We also had two book
launches in 2017 during the market; Magabala books and UWA Press.

DRS: Tell us about the Aboriginal artist-led conversation whose speakers included Leah Umbagai
(from Mowanjum) and Mervyn Street (from Fitzroy Crossing) – What insights did they offer into the
ever-changing nature of artistic expression?

EG: They were really the highlight for me. They gave people unique insights into an
industry that lies hidden most of the time.

DRS: Social media is undoubtedly a valuable tool for brand building and business offering art centres
new opportunities for promotion. This year’s professional development program included an
Instagram workshop – What was the response to this by artists and art centres and in your opinion
have art centres been taking advantage of social media?

EG: It was great! We have had some really positive feedback and a new hash tag for WA
art has been created and Instagram community. Check out @WAartmob and
#waartmob

DRS: The artist workshops offered this year were varied, Sand animation, drawing, ceramics, lino-cut
design and print, photography, fashion. Last year the skills development program was particularly
embraced by Ribnga Green, Clifton Gugaman and Azman Manguri from Balgo. They so relished the
life drawing and clay stop-motion animation workshops that they asked the trainer to return for
additional one-on-one tuition – What was the most popular this year?

EG: I think everyone was very evenly spaced this year but the results were incredible.
Ceramics and lino cut I think were the most popular.

DRS: There seems to be a current interest in the art centre scene towards textile design and fashion,
certainly in the Kimberley the textile movement is thriving. Showcasing the fashion designs from the
workshop at the Symposium was a great idea – Tell us about it?

EG: We had a great response to Grace Lillian Lee, she was a total highlight of the
program and the Mangkaja artists worked very closely with her. Peter Farmer
showcased Nyoongar fashion and intergenerational projects as well. Everyone had a
great time and that was evidenced in the performance.

DRS: With events like these coordinators seem to exemplify the ‘the swan effect’ (above the water all
is serene, calm and collected but below the water legs are kicking furiously to make things happen) Any amusing behind-the-scenes anecdotes you’re willing to share with us?

EG: Hahaha I won’t be very popular if I do BUT I can say that the industry is changing
rapidly and art centre managers are busier than ever. However, the real issue for me is
the other community services and until they function to support the artist business, art
centres will always feel like they have to do everything.

Thank you Emilia for answering our questions and congratulations on delivering by all accounts
another tremendous Revealed event!

____________________________
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In conversation with artist
Michael Jalaru Torres
DRS: So Michael, we thought we’d catch-up with you because we’re intrigued to hear about what
you’ve been working on lately. You’ve certainly been busy - you’ve made repeated trips down to
Sydney, Melbourne and Perth all in the space of the last few months! For those not familiar with you
or your work, let’s start off by you telling us a bit about your background...

MT: I‟m a self-taught photographer and graphic designer. I‟ve had seventeen years‟ experience in
media working at Goolarri Media in Broome. My professional skills as a graphic designer have
been a great foundation for my later work in image editing, television, in my business Jalaru
Designs and my photography practice.

DRS: Tell us about your arts practice?

MT: While my own practice is wholly contemporary and engaged with the work of both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous artists, specific themes of interest to me originate from my background as a
Yawuru/Djugan man raised in Broome. My design work uses elements of Indigenous markings and
iconic shapes in a modern aesthetic. My work utilises abstract imagery with a subtle touch and
captures my people in a strong light; I work towards demonstrating that we are much more than
the narrow portrayals of remote Australians delivered by mainstream media in urban regions. I
have always wanted to push the boundaries of photography while showcasing my Indigenous
values of country and people.

DRS: Your extensive background working in media has certainly come in handy in regards to online
platforms. You have your own website http://www.jalaru.com/ showcasing the breadth of your
photography practice in landscape, portraiture and abstract forms through different projects Gulu, Portraits & 245T for example.

MT: Yes, the website is going to be my online exhibition space because where I am physically in
Broome there‟s not a lot of space to do exhibitions, so the online one is something that can evolve and
be organic.

DRS: From your online presence it’s evident that you have ‘a good eye’ so to speak, have a firm grasp
on the technical and creative capacity of the camera and are more than capable of a successful career
as a commercial photographer covering events etc. – nevertheless, you really want to move into fine
art is that right? Why?

MT: I guess I can create more artistic work that isn‟t you know, clearly commercial and I feel that I
am mature enough as an artist to create work like that. The past five years I‟ve been constantly
trying new techniques, honing my skills, learning a lot about the craft, learning a lot about myself
and what exactly I want to portray in my work. A lot of that is seeing other works, travelling
overseas and I guess getting my voice and now saying it in a way that is true to myself. I am
developing techniques to express the images, not only as printed work but as projections and
narration.Bending Light is a style that I‟ve worked on in the past 12 months, the 'capture through
motion' of this style records the colour and texture of the landscape in a unique way and will be the
backdrop for my graphic design work.

Works from the 2016 Bending Light series © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: What inspires your work?

MT: When I go out and do shoots, sometimes it‟s just a portrait session and it can be someone
young, non-Indigenous or old, Indigenous, doesn‟t matter who it is, but each person has a story and
so you have a yarn, communicate and get a connection with them. You hear about their story, how
it connects to you and usually in those moments it triggers a lot of concepts in my head, which is just
the way my creative brain works. I can‟t sit in a room and come up with ideas, I need to go out,
shoot something that‟s totally different and my brain will click.

I also have a strong interest in exploring the use of traditional pearl shell designs (Riji) of the West
Kimberley in ink on paper and digital projection. I feel a mix of these elements of traditional objects
being presented in contemporary forms and themes helps confirm the way our artists‟ culture is
alive and ever changing and it isn‟t just about painting. It is so much more and we as artists
embracing these new tools can only enhance our work and the works of others. This is the way my
love of photography has grown - from presenting my own stories to also supporting and sharing
other artist stories to a wider audience.

DRS: What do you want audiences to feel and take away from your photographs?

MT: I guess, some of my work is a bit ambiguous; it does take a lot of thinking. I‟m not trying to give
the viewer all the answers. And that goes towards work that is political and non-political, I like to
mix it up where people are seeing work that doesn't necessarily look political but it is, hence
the Agent Orange stuff, and some of my new work will incorporate more imagery clues.

DRS: What I find exciting about you as an artist is that you seem to have a never-ending supply of
conceptual ideas – every time I speak to you there’s a new idea brewing! In your series Beautiful
Violence your artist statement read; “The concept is about how the light changes from daylight to
night and the beautiful violence that occurs in light from light to dark, the change in colours and
mood and the coexistence of both worlds for a brief moment of time, this concept is a parallel with
the history of Black and White Australia, small moments of unity hidden by vast times of ignorance
of each world.” Despite the broad range of thematic content in your work, for example between
Beautiful Violence and the Agent Orange series, there does seem to be a common thread in that
landscape is always a seminal contributing factor.

MT: I have always had a strong pull in my design to showcase the Kimberley, and the colours and
texture of the landscape and people of this region have inspired my work. I do installations on
country and in remote places using the amazing rugged landscape as a backdrop to my art.

Works from the 2017 245T (Agent Orange) series © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: As an independent artist without the support of an arts centre, you have to focus on your arts
practice while simultaneously being mindful and proactive about seeking exposure and exhibiting
opportunities. How have you faced this challenge?

MT: Yes, I‟m pretty solo over here, not part of an arts group so getting exposure is quite hard. There
are a few limitations to exposure living in a remote place like Broome, there are not a lot of galleries
that will want to even touch photography. So, I‟ve had to make sure when I do go away that I see
many galleries, museums and actually go to those spaces and introduce myself so they can see a
face to a name and have a conversation, works better than an email.

DRS: That’s pretty brave to put yourself out there like that! What have the responses been like?

MT: Good. But obviously you just meet them so they‟re not offering a lot, now they‟re keeping an eye
on my work and see where I go, which is understandable. A lot of things come into it when you‟re
thinking about a space, I‟m looking for support, foot traffic, because there‟s no point having a nice
space that no one visits. Having galleries on your resume helps and attracts, it‟s a slow process
which I‟ve started this year through Contact Sheet, who were great.

DRS: How did they help?

MT: I contacted them a year ago about hiring a space and then one of the staff there remembered
my work and wanted me to be part of a group exhibition, then from that connection another curator
asked me to be a part of the Head On festival. From that Paper Mountain in Perth contacted me if I
was interested to do a solo exhibition, so it started the ball rolling which was great.

DRS: You’ve been entering a few awards lately, such as Head On Portrait Award & Lens Culture - Do
you think that awards are a good way for emerging artists to ‘break out’ into the art world?

MT: It‟s pretty scary *laughs* I think you really need to have your best or strong work ready for it.
Myself, I don‟t see competitions at this point in time as a priority, I‟m more focused on getting my
name out and creating a catalogue of work.

DRS: You recently exhibited a series of works at a show called Home in Sydney - tell us about it?

MT: That group exhibition was based on the concept of how you see home. Some of the artists used
the idea of home as a physical form, actual buildings, some did memories. Myself, I did it via an
abstract view of landscape, the colours and textures for me in this region, feels like home. I played
on that angle, a building can be anywhere but actual country is the DNA of home.

A selection of the works exhibited at the 2016 Home exhibition © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: Apart from the issue of local gallery representation, do you find other challenges working in
regional Australia?

MT: There are limited professional opportunities available to artists in the far north of the state. I
have worked collaboratively with other West Kimberley artists, particularly poet and painter
Edwin Lee Mulligan and Bardi artist and pearl shell carver Garry Sibosado on developing our own
cross-arts projects, living in a small isolated town has meant having to initiate these activities

proactively. Geographic distance has also meant that I must turn to online resources for exposure to
other artists‟ work and developments in fine art photography worldwide. It is challenging, because
it is important for both my own practice and my peers in the remote Kimberley to be able to access
international developments and network in the contemporary art world. Also, I guess, being based
in regional Australia your work tends to be stigmatized, you know, automatically viewed as a map
of country, a waterhole or hunting ground. Galleries tend to like that work and so it paints a lot of
us artists in a small corner where we can‟t expand from, there‟s not much encouragement because a
lot is based on what sells and what people want to put in their homes. So, in saying that, that‟s why
I‟ve decided to steer away from the commercial work and do more fine arts photography. Because,
there are stories I want to tell, a lot of it is conceptual work, some of it is documentary style work or
photo journalism. I do abstract landscape which is more conceptual, showing another way of seeing
country that‟s become a bit more political, showing other ways of sharing stories and connections.
It‟s expanding on what you know. Hopefully I can encourage other people in remote areas to go
down that track as well instead of being pigeon-holed to make things that look pretty or you know,
tell only one type of story.

DRS: How do you stay motivated?

MT: Ironically, with photography you need to constantly shoot. Obviously if you‟re shooting the
same style, same subject everyday you‟ll lose that motivation quite quick so over the years I‟ve shot a
lot of different subjects, a lot of different styles and I tend to go back to it when I‟m feeling a bit flat.
It‟s mainly to regenerate my creative eye basically.

(L to R) From the 2016 Gulu series, the 2017 Unjal series, the 365 series © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: Your arts practice is quite multi-disciplinary. You first came to our attention at Desert River Sea
as an independent Kimberley artist from Broome but you’ve since demonstrated a variety of other
talents particularly as we’ve got to know you better through your involvement with all three DRS
Visual Arts Leadership Programs (VALP). Last year in Kununurra you and other VALP participants
were given the opportunity to curate and present your own group exhibit at Waringarri Art Centre’s
Dawang Gallery during the Ord Valley Muster. Is curating something you want to move into?

MT: That experience not only expanded my skills in presenting and explaining my photographic
work, it has left me strongly motivated to seek greater exposure to exhibitions and curatorial
practices beyond the limited opportunities available in the West Kimberley. I have strong

connections with other artists in the West Kimberley, and a great interest in the differences,
difficulties and drivers of remote Indigenous contemporary art. I would like to curate Kimberley
Indigenous art in the future, not only nationally but internationally; I feel a deep commitment to
furthering my own practice, as well as the work of other contemporary artists in the Kimberley. As
a remote Indigenous photographic artist I believe I would bring a unique perspective to the
curatorial experience. I‟m inspired to create and curate more thought-provoking work in
photography, design and film, pushing the envelope of Indigenous storytelling.

Works from the 2016 Beautiful Violence series © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: Based on the strength of your work and the resolution of ideas underpinning your art’s practice
you’ve just been invited by Paper Mountain in partnership with the City of Wanneroo Gallery for a
solo exhibition at the Wanneroo Library & Cultural Centre - congratulations! So this exhibition will
take place during NAIDOC week alongside the exhibition, Montages by Tracey Moffatt and Gary
Hillberg in the main gallery. How do you feel being exhibited alongside such celebrated artists?

MT: Quite an honor I guess, it‟s scary and daunting at the same time and I‟m not in the safety of a
group exhibition, it‟s all me. So, I just have to make sure what I‟m trying to portray is conceptually
at least, close enough to their level.

DRS: Will this be your first solo exhibition?

MT: Yes. And a totally new show.

DRS: What’s the theme of this new series you’ll be exhibiting?

MT: It‟s called Scar and it‟s a teaser taste of a wider theme. This series is basically about how
Aboriginal Australians have used scarring to create a visual language that coexists with their oral
history, scarring upon objects such as boomerangs, shields, message sticks, pearl shells, stone, cliffs,
boab nuts and then scarification of the body. I‟m trying to portray and reflect the vast history of
scarring but then at the same time I‟m also adding in the post-colonial scarring, trauma and mental
scarring that have occurred over the past two hundred years. Our culture is alive and has adapted
and survived through colonisation and the modern world, we now have new scars of survival that
are more often hidden from plain sight. Also present day scarring using inks in tattoos, the modern
day type of ceremonial initiation the youth are doing now where they‟re proud to have those designs
and their tribal name tattooed on their skin.

DRS: And you’ll also be running artist workshops alongside the exhibition, what is that going to
involve?

MT: I‟m going to run a light painting workshop where participants use the camera to do a portrait
first and then over the top of that layer in strokes using different lights, so it‟s actually scarring the
image through light. And then we‟re going to showcase them by printing or projecting at the
opening.

DRS: Sounds like a lot of fun, when is the exhibition open to the public?

MT: The 14th of July and the workshops will happen prior to that on the 12th and 13th.

From the 2016 Songlines series © Michael Jalaru Torres

DRS: Do you have any other upcoming projects?

MT: I‟ve always been interested in getting into the public art space and I was lucky enough to be
selected to work on a project in Broome along with eight other artists, all ranging in ages and
artistic backgrounds, for the new Yawuru „Liyarn Centre‟. My piece will be at the entrance to the
building and is inspired around the idea of a tidal pool. I‟m also currently working on a virtual
reality storytelling project with my cousin Tyson Mowarin, we‟ll be capturing stories of people on
country in a Virtual Reality environment so that audiences can look around and see the country
that‟s being talked about.

DRS: And where will that be displayed?

MT: That will be online as well as a touring exhibition because you‟ve got to use a VR headset to see
the content. I‟m also doing a project around positive role models, men in community, no name yet
for that and I‟m also doing a new series called Skutta.

DRS: What does Skutta mean?

MT: Skutta is someone, they‟re deadly, they present themselves well, you know. And so that idea is
about going out in community and capturing that mob, skutta bloke or skutta girl who want to look
good, present themselves well. I think they‟d be awesome characters to capture.

DRS: Brilliant. Sounds like you’re going to be busy. Thanks for taking the time to talk to us, we’ll be
following developments keenly! Any last thoughts you want to leave us with?

MT: Although photography is not a stereotypical Aboriginal art form, I think we can use it to
capture a broad range of stories, capturing our people on country, I think it will be an important
archival tool. I think if we can capture images it gives a lot more range for people to record. With
today‟s access to phones and camera phones and professional gear I think we are capturing our
culture a lot more than we have and I want to be at the forefront of that.

________________________

Job Opportunity at Mowanjum Aboriginal
Art & Culture Centre - Manager
Mowanjum Aboriginal Art & Culture Centre is currently recruiting for the Manager position. The art
centre is an Aboriginal-owned and governed, non-profit corporation located on the Gibb River Road,
in the Kimberley region of Western Australia. Servicing 245 artists, craftspeople and dancers from the
three language groups of people living in Mowanjum, Derby and outstations on the Gibb River Road.
Mowanjum Aboriginal Art & Culture Centre is a highly-valued community organisation with strong
partnerships in the region and beyond.

About the manager position: Mowanjum are looking for someone with a combination of energy,
experience, social and emotional intelligence, integrity, curiosity, creativity and passion for
Indigenous art and culture.
How to apply: Request a copy of the applicant job package, which includes selection criteria and an
applicant guide via: ora@oric.gov.au
For more information about the position email: manager@mowanjumarts.com
Applications close: 14th May 2017

____________________________

Desert River Sea acknowledges the late JM
of Waringarri Aboriginal Arts in
Kununurra
Desert River Sea acknowledges the untimely passing away of one of Waringarri Aboriginal Arts
Centre’s leading artists, JM on the 18th of April.

As a senior artist, former Chairperson and long-time board member of Waringarri Arts, JM was a
colourful and much loved personality at the art centre. A strong matriarchal driving force behind
multiple art and culture endeavours, she was particularly enthusiastic about collaborative projects
involving multiple family members which offered opportunities for intergenerational teaching.

JM had a great career ahead of her and right up until her death was still creating the strong, unique,
expansive Kimberley landscape paintings with expertly balanced intricate details that she was known
for.

This a heavy loss for her family, the Kununurra community and the art centre, she will be greatly
missed by many.
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